
A guide to Endorsing results within Electronic Patient record (EPR) 

 

Dear Team,  

We are implementing a new Quality Improvement Project for improvement of Endorsement of results for Renal 

Ward inpatients and Day Case Unit patients in Oxford Kidney Unit.  
 

This involves the results being reviewed and endorsed each day by the ward team or day case doctors and nursing 

team.  

 

The aim of the project is to improve overall performance reaching the Trust Target of 85% of all results endorsed 

within 7 days. 

 

We propose the following 

 

- Team based approach - Ward team and Day Case unit team review the inpatient clinical worklist and endorse 

outstanding results every day for all inpatients in their respective clinical area.  

- The teams also review ‘ discharged patients list’ for each clinical area and endorse any outstanding alongside 

inpatient results.  
-  

 

There are several ways of Endorsing results: 

1. Through Requester Message Centre  

2. Through Clinical Worklist  

3. Through individual patient record  

4. Forwarding results to responsible SpR/ Consultant for review and Endorsement 

 

Please see below the guidance of how to Endorse through Message Centre and Clinical Worklist in the EPR as 

well as how to forward them for review by another member of the team.  

 
1. Endorsing through Requester Message Centre: 

 
2. Endorsing through Clinical Worklist.  

 

Another preferred way on endorsing multiple results for multiple patients is to go to the Clinical Worklist 

associated with particular service/hospital location. Please see below:  

a. How to find the Clinical Worklist  
b. How to create discharge patient list 
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c. How to endorse via Clinical Worklist  

 

 

a

 
 

b. Creating the Discharge Worklist  

Patients who have been discharged may not get their results endorsed if these tests had been performed just 

before discharge. On the beginning of your placement, please contact renal IT team to include you as a member 

of the Nephrology & Transplant staff group which will enable access to existing current inpatient and the 

discharge patient lists on EPR for renal ward and day case unit. One can create own discharge list with all 

patient discharged from the chosen location in the last 14 days. Once these 14 days pass, patients will 

automatically drop out from the list. 

Here’s how this list of recently discharged patients has been created:  

- Go onto Patients List  

- Click on the spanner  

- Click on New  

- Filter by Medical Service  

 

You will now need to create a very specific list of patients. To do so, you need to select different boxes:  

- Treatment Function: Nephrology and Transplant Nephrology  

- Location: Renal Ward  

- Discharge Criteria: show only those patients that have been discharged in the last 14 days  
 

You will then:  

- Name the list  

- Click Next  

- Click Finish  

 

Once you have done all of this, you will then need to transfer the newly created list to your active ones and 

refresh your PowerChart.  

 

c. Endorsing results via Clinical Worklist  

You might have not looked after a patient that is on your clinical worklist. Before you can endorse any of the 
results, you need to establish a relationship with them.  

 

To do so, you need to click on the Establish Relationship box and select all patients. This will allow you to see 

all the relevant information and endorse outstanding results. 

 

 
 

If the patient has results to endorse, you’ll see this: 
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What you then want to do is click where it says results to endorse and a section on the right side will open: 

 
You will then see a list of all the results that need to be endorsed: 
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All items with a * need to be double clicked before they can be endorsed.  

If there are results that you don’t want to endorse or unsure, they can be unticked. Click on Endorse button when 

you selected all applicable results.  

 

3. Forwarding results within EPR to another team member. 

 

If you want to make someone else aware of a specific result, you can forward this to them by double clicking on 

the result and clicking forward button and selecting appropriate member of staff in the next window. They will 

then get the result in their Message Centre requesting them to review and endorse these specific results that you 

had forwarded.   
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